THE SECTION 809 PANEL
The thoughts and statements expressed during this presentation are considered “on background” information.

If you would like attribution or an “on record” statement, please contact Section 809 Panel Public Affairs at shayne.martin@dau.mil
What is the Section 809 Panel?

- Congressionally mandated (FY16 NDAA), independent, non-FACA commission tasked with streamlining and improving the defense acquisition process
- 18 commissioners who are senior marketplace and government leaders with more than 350 years of collective experience
- A catalyst for restoring agility and simplicity to defense acquisition through bold and effective solutions
- Focused on creating an agile and simple defense acquisition process that provides warfighters what they need, when they need it
Panel Objectives

Reform Acquisition to ensure DoD can obtain and maintain technological dominance for the warfighter.

Instill a value for time and speed in the DoD acquisition process.
Tasks

Final report within 2 years will recommend

- Establishing appropriate buyer and seller relationships in the procurement system
- Maintaining and improving financial and ethical integrity of defense procurement programs
- Elimination of unnecessary regulations
How You Can Help?

- Website
  www.section809panel.org/recommendations

- Twitter
  Send your ideas to @Section809Panel

- Become a Social Media Partner
  Contact
  shayne.martin@dau.mil